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Summary

Introduction

AIM: To investigate the neuronal activation pattern underlying the effects of mirror illusion in children/adolescents
with
normal
motor
development
and
in
children/adolescents with hemiparesis and preserved contralateral corticospinal organisation.

Ischaemic or haemorrhagic stroke, brain tumours, traumatic
brain injury and congenital brain lesions/malformations are
the most common causes of spastic hemiparesis in children.
Children diagnosed with hemiparesis suffer from abnormalities of posture, tone and gait, and impaired hand function.
Motor cortical representation of the affected hand can be
observed in the contralateral hemisphere (contralateral organisation), the ipsilateral hemisphere (ipsilateral organisation)
or in both hemispheres (mixed organisation) [1–3]. The type of
cortical organisation depends on the timing, extent and location of brain lesions [3]. The impaired upper limb function
results in difficulties with reaching, grasping, releasing and
manipulating objects. It can impair self-care and restrict participation in school, leisure activities and professional education. Rehabilitation treatments aim to improve upper limb
function and enhance participation. Different treatment
strategies have been introduced to improve the effective use
of the arm in children diagnosed with hemiparesis.
Mirror therapy is a rehabilitation strategy that provides a
visual illusion of a functional paretic limb by using the mirror
reflection of the nonparetic limb. During mirror therapy, a
mirror is placed in the patient’s mid-sagittal plane between
both hands so that the mirror reflection of the unaffected
limb is superimposed on the affected limb. This provides the
visual illusion of a normally moving affected limb. Mirror
therapy was first described in 1995 for treatment of phantom
limb pain after arm amputation [4]. Other studies investigated
the effect of mirror therapy in adults with hemiparesis after
stroke [5–10]. A systematic review concluded that mirror
therapy is effective for improving motor function and possibly beneficial for daily activities and pain in adult stroke patients [11].
The effect of the mirror illusion on the motor system in upper
limb rehabilitation has repeatedly been studied in healthy
adults and in adults diagnosed with stroke. Functional mag-

METHOD: The type of cortical reorganisation was classified
according to results of transcranial magnetic stimulation.
Only subjects with congenital lesions and physiological
contralateral cortical reorganisation were included. Functional magnetic resonance imaging was performed to investigate neuronal activation patterns with and without a
mirror box. Each test consisted of a unimanual and a bimanual motor task.
RESULTS: Seven children/adolescents with congenital
hemiparesis (10–20 years old, three boys and four girls) and
seven healthy subjects (8–17 years old, four boys and three
girls) participated in this study. In the bimanual experiment,
children with hemiparesis showed a significant effect of the
mirror illusion (p<0.001 at voxel level, family-wise error
corrected at cluster level) in the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex and anterior cingulate cortex of the affected and
unaffected hemispheres, respectively. No significant effects
of the mirror illusion were observed in unimanual experiments and in healthy participants.
INTERPRETATION: Mirror illusion in children/adolescents
with hemiparesis leads to activation of brain areas involved
in visual conflict detection and cognitive control to resolve
this conflict. This effect is observed only in bimanual training. We consider that for mirror therapy in children and
adolescents with hemiparesis a bimanual approach is more
suitable than a unimanual approach.
Key words: mirror therapy; mirror illusion; functional MRI;
children; hemiparesis
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netic resonance imaging (MRI) studies revealed increased
activation in higher order visual regions, parts of the motor
system, and areas associated with the awareness of self and
spatial motion [12–16]. In adult stroke patients, training with
mirror therapy of the upper limbs led to a shift in activation
balance between the two M1 areas towards the affected cerebral hemisphere [8] and activation changes in supplementary
motor areas [10].
Despite good clinical evidence for mirror therapy in upper
limb rehabilitation of adults, there is only limited evidence
regarding mirror therapy in children with hemiparesis. Since
children have age-dependent mechanisms of neuronal plasticity, adult studies do not allow definite conclusions on the
possible effects of the mirror illusion in children. It has been
shown that self-rehabilitation with mirror therapy in children
with hemiparesis is feasible and well accepted [17–19]. It has
also been demonstrated that the mirror illusion in children
with hemiparesis leads to a change in muscle activation patterns [20, 21]. A nonblinded pilot study showed that mirror
therapy in children might improve strength, dynamic function and matching accuracy of the paretic arm [17]. In contrast,
in a larger randomised controlled trial including 90 children
with hemiparesis, the use of the mirror illusion during therapy had no significant effect on treatment outcomes [22]. However, this trial did not analyse the neuronal activation pattern
during treatment and it remained unclear whether differences
in reorganisation pattern and neuroplastic changes might
influence the effectiveness of mirror therapy. Therefore, we
aimed to investigate in more detail the neuronal mechanisms
of the mirror illusion in children and adolescents. In a study
using transcranial magnetic stimulation, we have previously
shown that, depending on cortical reorganisation after early
brain injury, the mirror illusion leads to an increase in cortical
excitability [23]. In the present study we aimed to illustrate the
neuronal mechanisms of the mirror illusion using functional
MRI (fMRI).

Material and methods
This study was approved by the ethics committee of the canton Berne (KEK Nr. 029/12). All the participants and their parents gave their written informed consent.

Subjects
Children and adolescents with hemiparesis, between 8 and 20
years of age, and a convenience sample of typically developing
peers were recruited at the Department of Neuropaediatrics,
Development and Rehabilitation, University Children’s Hospital, Inselspital, University of Bern, Switzerland. Inclusion
criteria for participants with hemiparesis were: hemiparesis
due to a congenital nonprogressive brain lesion affecting the
upper limb; no spasticity treatment (such as botulinum toxin
injections) during the 6 months preceding inclusion; Manual
Ability Classification System (MACS) level 1–3 [24]. The inclusion criterion for healthy participants was absence of neurological comorbidity. Exclusion criteria for all participants
were: upper limb surgery during the 6 months preceding
inclusion; comorbidities in upper limbs that inhibit active
opening of the hand; moderate to severe visual disorders,
such as hemianopsia or hemineglect; mental age <8 years
and/or behavioural comorbidities that do not allow a safe and
complete collaboration during the experiments; active epilepsy; pacemaker (for deep brain stimulation or heart disease);
history of brain operation/injuries (possible foreign bodies);
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eye operation or injury with possible metal part in the eye;
claustrophobia; metal implants or dental brace.

Transcranial magnetic stimulation
To assess the type of cortical organization transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) was performed in all subjects according to a previously described protocol [3]. Participants were
seated with their hands in the neutral position with hands and
forearms on a table surface. Silver-silver chloride surface
electrodes (ALPINE, bioMed) were attached over the abductor
pollicis brevis (APB) in a tendon-belly arrangement [25]. A
Neurodata Amplifier System connected to an IPS230 Isolated
Power System (Grass-Telefactor, Braintree, MA, USA) was used
to preamplify electromyogram (EMG) signals. Data were postprocessed by a data acquisition system built with the Labview
graphical programming language (sampling rate 5 kHz) [26].
We delivered monophasic TMS pulses at a frequency of 0.2 Hz
on the M1 through a custom figure-of-8-shaped coil (diameter
5 cm) connected to a Magstim 200 (Magstim Co. Ltd., Whitland, Wales, UK). After identification of the hot spot [27], resting motor threshold (rMT) [28] of the unaffected APB was
assessed. For measuring contralateral motor response, 20
stimulations at intensity of 120% rMT were applied. If stimulation of the hot spot also elicited an ipsilateral motor response,
rMT of the ipsilateral APB was measured separately, 20 stimulations were applied and ipsilateral motor evoked potentials
recorded at 120% rMT. The hemisphere was then switched and
the same procedure repeated. Absence of ipsilateral/contralateral responses in the APB was determined by
stimulation intensity up to 100% stimulator output or as high
as the subject did not find too uncomfortable. For the present
study, we only included patients with preserved contralateral
organisation.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging
Imaging was performed on a 3-T MR system (Siemens Magnetom Trio, Erlangen, Germany). For functional imaging, a blood
oxygenation level-dependent sequence (BOLD) was used with
following parameters: TR 6000 ms; TE 50 ms; matrix size 64;
time of acquisition 6:56. For the anatomical reference, a T1
magnetisation-prepared rapid gradient-echo imaging (MP
RAGE) was acquired with a TR of 1950 ms, TE 2.2 ms, TI 900 ms,
matrix size 256 and time of acquisition 4:33. For analysis, we
performed slice time correction.
The acquired imaging data were analysed with SPM8 (statistical parametric mapping, Wellcome Departement of Cognitive
Neurology, University of College London, UK), implemented
in Matlab R2012a. First, on single-subject level, all functional
images were slice time corrected, realigned to the first volume
of the functional imaging series, co-registered to the subjects’
anatomical images. Secondly the functional images were
normalised into standard space defined by the Montreal Neurological Institute template (MNI template) and smoothed
with a Gaussian kernel (full-width at half maximum of 8 mm).
For calculation of statistical parametric maps, we used the
general linear model; the block design was convoluted with
haemodynamic response function. Realignment parameters
were modelled into the design matrix as regressors and a
high-pass filter at 128 s for model estimation was used to
remove low-frequency artefacts. Contrast maps were calculated for each experiment (movement with mirror, movement
without mirror, bimanual and unimanual). To prevent image
distortion, cost function masking (exclusion of lesioned
voxels from the spatial normalisation algorithm) was per-
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formed: lesions were manually traced in native space onto the
T1 images using MRIcron, which yielded binary lesion maps.
Lesion maps and T1 images were then simultaneously spatially normalised to MNI stereotaxic space using the unified
segmentation algorithm in SPM8. Global mean and motion
outliers of fMRI data were detected with Artifact Detection
Toolbox. A movement threshold of 2 mm was applied, and
outliers removed from further analysis.
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tests, a primary threshold of p<0.001 at voxel level and a
cluster-extent threshold at family-wise error rate (FWER) for
multiple comparison correction was used. Age and MACS were
used as covariates for patients, age for controls.

Experimental paradigm
Participants lay on their back in the scanner with their arms
comfortably resting on the scanner table alongside their torso
and with their elbows slightly flexed. A mirror was attached to
the head coil above the head allowing the participants to view
their hands. A customized mirror box was used to induce the
mirror illusion (fig. 1). An experimental paradigm based on a
previous study [14] was performed. Two separate tests (once
with mirror and once without mirror), each consisting of a
unimanual and a bimanual task (fig. 2), were completed. Participants either moved the unaffected hand (dominant hand
in healthy subjects; unimanual task) or both hands simultaneously (bimanual task). In the mirror test, the mirror reflection of the unaffected (dominant) hand was observed. In the
non-mirror test, the unaffected hand (dominant; unimanual
task) or the affected hand (nondominant; bimanual task) was
observed. For each of the four tasks a separate fMRI sequence
was acquired. The four tasks were performed in random order.
The onset and instructions for the subsequent part were
communicated verbally through headphones. All four parts
had a block design (alternating 30 s periods of active and
inactive blocks). During active blocks participants opened and
closed their hands, whereas during inactive blocks (rest) participants held their hands still. An auditory metronome (1 Hz
cadence, 500 ms duration; 880 Hz / Audacity 2.0.0, Linux) was
used to pace movements. Subjects were instructed to pace one
complete open-close cycle of the hand to each beat of the
metronome. Hand movements were observed and counted in
the scanner by an examiner to ensure an approximately identical number in each different part. During inactive blocks a
different tone was provided by the auditory metronome (440
Hz). Before the actual experiment within the scanner, all
participants practiced the different tasks outside the scanner
with the same mirror box to ensure that they fully understood
the instructions.

Figure 1: The experimental setting. A customised mirror box made out of
plexiglas and wood was used for the experiment (left panel). Patients lay on
their back in the scanner with their arms comfortably resting on the scanner
table alongside their torso and with their elbows slightly flexed. A mirror was
attached to the head coil above the head allowing the participants to view their
hands (right panel).

Statistical analysis
EMG signals were stored for offline-analysis. A “playback”
Labview program [26] was used to review waveforms of all
measurements. Study participants were classified into contralateral and ipsilateral/mixed cortical organisation. Participants with ipsilateral/mixed cortical organisation (n = 3) were
excluded from further data analysis.
Before second-level group analysis, contrast maps of patients
with right-sided lesions and of right-handed controls were
flipped about the midsagittal plane so that the lesioned side
would be the same for all patients and handedness for controls. The individual contrast maps obtained from singlesubject analysis were used for a t-Test. A one-sample t-Test
was used to assess for group effects of movement, for this
both unimanual and both bimanual conditions were grouped
together. Differences between the mirror and the no-mirror
experiments, presumably induced by the mirror reflection of
the moving hand, were assessed using a two-sample t-test for
bimanual and unimanual experiments separately. For all t-

Figure 2: The mirror paradigm used in the study. The paretic/nondominant is
illustrated in blue. The arrow illustrates the gaze direction. The dotted line
represents the mirror. The movement task consisted in a paced hand opening
and closing. Participants either moved the unaffected/dominant hand (unimanual task, figs 2c and 2a) or both hands simultaneously (bimanual task, figs 2b
and 2d). With the mirror, the mirror reflection of the unaffected/dominant hand
was observed (figs 2a and 2b). Without the mirror, the unaffected/dominant
hand (unimanual task, fig. 2a) or the affected/nondominant hand (bimanual
task, fig. 2b) were observed.
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Results

Table 2: Detailed information on all affected regions.
Anatomical location

Hemisphere

Participants

Cluster
size

MNI
Z

Twelve children and adolescents with hemiparesis and eight
healthy participants were recruited for this study. Three participants with hemiparesis were excluded from data analysis
because they showed ipsilateral or mixed reorganisation on
TMS, constituting a group too small for meaningful analyses.
One participant with hemiparesis and one healthy participant
were not able to follow appropriately the instructions of the
experimental paradigm in the scanner owing to attentional
problems and were therefore excluded. One child with arterial
ischaemic stroke within the vascular territory of the medial
cerebral artery at the age of 5 years was also excluded in order
to have a group with only congenital lesions and reduce bias.
Thus, for the final data analysis we included seven participants with hemiparesis (three boys and four girls, 10–20 years
old, median age 13.5 years, standard deviation [SD] 3.4 years)
and seven healthy participants (four boys and three girls, 8–17
years, median age 11 years, SD 3.4 years). For detailed information on all participants, see table 1.

x

y

z

Areas of activation, healthy participants
Areas of activation, unimanual experiment, effect of movement
p<0.001, k at FWER
36 −27

Precentral gyrus (BA4)

Nondominant

2039

6.28

Cerebellum, dentate

Dominant

1074

5.53

57

Inferior occipital gyrus
(BA 19)

Nondominant

179

4.49

48 −78

-9

Supramarginal gyrus

Dominant

205

4.25

−48 −33

24

Cerebellum, declive

Nondominant

83

3.97

−18 −54 −27

30 −72 −27

Areas of activation, bimanual experiment, effect of movement
p<0.001, k at FWER
Precentral gyrus

Nondominant

1134

7.37

33 −24

60

Postcentral gyrus (BA3)

Dominant

643

6.67

−39 −24

57

Middle temporal gyrus
(BA18)

Nondominant

1711

5.46

Supramarginal gyrus

Dominant

36 −84 −15

151

5.31

−54 −24

18

Postcentral gyrus (BA40) Nondominant

75

5.04

51 −27

18

Thalamus (VPLN)

Dominant

87

4.42

−15 −18

6

Precentral gyrus

Nondominant

75

4.09

54

3

9

Areas of activation, patients, contralateral organised

Table 1: Detailed information on all participants.
Subject

Age

Gender

Hemiparesis

Handedness

MACS

Origin

MRI

Group: healthy control

Areas of activation, unimanual experiment, effect of movement
p<0.001, k at FWER
−21

Precentral gyrus (BA4)

Unaffected

626

6.07

39

Cerebellum, culmen

Affected

328

5.86

−12 −54 −21

63

1

8

Male

NA

Right

NA

NA

Normal

Areas of activation, bimanual experiment, effect of movement
p<0.001, k at FWER

6

15

Male

NA

Left

NA

NA

Normal

Postcentral gyrus (BA3)

Affected

396

5.75

−39 −30

63

15

11

Male

NA

Right

NA

NA

Normal

Precentral gyrus (BA4)

Unaffected

333

5.10

33 −24

54

16

11

Male

NA

Left

NA

NA

Normal

Cerebellum, culmen

Unaffected

206

4.75

15 −54 −21

17

16

Female

NA

Right

NA

NA

Normal

21

10

Female

NA

Left

NA

NA

Normal

22

17

Female

NA

Right

NA

NA

Normal

Areas of activation, bimanual experiment, effect of mirror
p<0.001, k at FWER
Dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (BA9)

Affected

279

4.33

−36

33

33

Anterior cingulate gyrus

Unaffected

192

4.25

6

30

30

FWER= family-wise error rate; MNI= Montreal Neurological Institute and
Hospital coordinate system

Group: hemiparesis
5

17

Female

Left

Right

1

Congenital

Minor right
periventricular
defect

7

13

Male

Right

Left

1

Congenital

Minor left
periventricular
defect

13

17

Female

Right

Left

1

Congenital

Minor left
periventricular
defect

14

20

Male

Left

Right

1

Congenital

Right
periventricular
defect

18

11

Female

Right

Left

2

Congenital

Left opercular,
insular defect

19

14

Male

Right

Left

1

Congenital

Left periventricular defect

20

11

Female

Left

Right

1

Congenital

Right
periventricular
defect

MACS= manual ability classification system; MRI = magnetic resonance
imaging; NA = not applicable

Functional magnetic resonance imaging
Observed effects for movement for both bimanual and unimanual motor tasks and effect of mirror are listed separately
for healthy participants and patients with contralateral organisation in table 2. Regions were determined with wfu pickatlas
v 3.0.

In healthy participants (unimanual experiment), significant
effects of movement (contrast between movement and rest)
were observed in the precentral gyrus (nondominant side),
inferior occipital gyrus (nondominant side), supramarginal
gyrus (dominant gyrus) and cerebellum (both sides). In bimanual experiments, significant effects of movement (contrast between movement and rest) were observed in the precentral gyrus (nondominant side), postcentral gyrus (both
sides), middle temporal gyrus (nondominant side) and thalamus (dominant side). Analysis of the effect of mirror (mirror
vs no mirror) showed no significant clusters for the unimanual or bimanual experiments.
In patients with contralateral organisation, activation due to
movement (contrast between movement and rest) in the
unimanual experiment was found in the precentral gyrus
(unaffected hemisphere) and cerebellum (affected hemisphere). In the bimanual experiment, activation due to
movement (contrast between movement and rest) was found
in the postcentral gyrus (affected hemisphere), precentral
gyrus (unaffected hemisphere) and cerebellum (unaffected
hemisphere). Effects of the mirror were observed in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, BA 9 (affected hemisphere) and
anterior cingulate cortex (unaffected hemisphere) in the
bimanual experiment (fig. 3). No effect of the mirror was
found in the unimanual experiment.
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In the bimanual experiment with mirror, patients showed
more activation in the left striatum in comparison with
healthy participants. In contrast, healthy participants showed
more activation in right inferior parietal lobule, right and left
occipital lobe than did the patients. In the bimanual task
without mirror, healthy controls showed more activation in
the left striatum. In the unimanual task with mirror, patients
activated more in the left striatum, right inferior precentral
gyrus (BA 4) and left inferior frontal gyrus when compared
with healthy controls.

Figure 3: Statistical parametric maps of effect of mirror in children with hemiparesis, bimanual experiment observed in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(DLPFC; affected hemisphere) and anterior cingulate cortex (unaffected
hemisphere).

Discussion
The aim of the study was to identify the specific neuronal
activation patterns underlying the potential effects of mirror
therapy in children. In experiments with the mirror during
bimanual movement in children with hemiparesis, we found
increased activation in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(DLPFC) on the affected side and the right anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC) on the unaffected side. No significant effect as a
consequence of the mirror illusion was observed during the
unimanual motor task. In healthy controls, the mirror illusion
did not increase brain activation, during neither the uni- nor
the bimanual motor task.
Literature regarding the effect of mirror illusion feedback and
mirror therapy in children and adolescents with hemiplegia is
scarce [17, 18]. One previous study examined brain activation
in patients with unilateral cerebral palsy during movement
observation of the paretic and nonparetic hand using fMRI. In
this study, participants observed a video displaying an opening-closing hand movement from a third-person perspective.
It was found that observing hand movements is associated
with relevant activations in temporo-parieto-fronto-occipital
networks [29]. This study, however, did not use a mirror box
to examine the effect of mirror visual feedback. The present
study is, to our knowledge, the first fMRI study including
children and adolescents to investigate the neuronal correlates of mirror illusion using a mirror box. A direct comparison with previous research in the paediatric population is
therefore not possible. Various studies have investigated the
effect of mirror visual feedback on brain activity in healthy
adults [7, 8, 12, 13, 30–40]. Cortical areas mainly belonging to
attentional networks have been reported to be activated;
these areas comprise dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [36], postcentral sulcus, posterior wall (S1/S2) [33], lateral sulcus, upper
wall (S2) [33, 34] superior posterior parietal cortex [36], precuneus (V6) [12, 13, 37, 41], cuneus/lingual gyrus (V1/V2) [13, 41],
superior/middle occipital gyrus (V2, 3, 5) [13, 16, 41], fusiform
gyrus (V4) [13, 41] and the insular cortex, posterior region [35].
Also, in adult patients diagnosed with stroke, brain areas in
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networks belonging to the attentional system (precuneus [V6]
[12, 14], posterior cingulate cortex [14]) showed increased
activation due to mirror visual feedback [30].
It was hypothesised that one of the mechanisms of mirror
visual feedback on primary and secondary somatosensory
areas, in healthy subjects as well as in patients with hemiparesis due to stroke, is the result of increased involvement of
attentional resources to resolve perceptional incongruence
[30]. In the present study we found a different pattern, with
increased activation of the ACC only in children with hemiparesis. The ACC plays a role in motor control, cognition and
the arousal/drive state of the organism [42]. As an example in
cognition control, the ACC is thought to play an important
role in detecting conflict between competing representations
[42]. In our case, the conflict lies within the mirror illusion of
the healthy hand representing the paretic hand. The ACC is
densely connected with the DLPFC. The prefrontal cortex in
general deals with nonroutine operations [43], with the DLPFC
modulating lower level systems [44]. In this situation, its main
task is to resolve the conflict detected by the ACC. Increased
activation of the same cortical area due to mirror visual feedback has also been reported in a positron emission tomography study including healthy adult participants [36]. Fink et al.
described that the mismatch condition created by the mirror
illusion led to an increased activation in the DLPFC. It was
considered that enhanced monitoring of movement due to
mirror visual feedback was associated with the involvement of
the DLPFC [30, 36]. These authors concluded that increased
neural activity in the DLPFC was due to increased attentional
demand for the integration of vision and proprioception and
increased hand-eye coordination [36].
Cortical areas belonging to networks responsible for attentional aspects of the mirror neurone system (superior temporal gyrus, premotor cortex) have been reported to be activated by mirror visual feedback [16, 30]. The mirror neurone
system (MNS) has raised great interest over the past two decades and has been studied widely in humans with stroke. The
core structures of the MNS are the ventral premotor cortex,
posterior inferior frontal gyrus and rostral inferior parietal
lobule [45]. Several studies have addressed the question of the
development of the MNS and if it is present at birth. It is not
known whether a functioning MNS exists in newborns, but
imitation behaviours exist from birth [46, 47]. The superior
temporal gyrus is involved in the visual identification of
biological motion. Together with the premotor cortex it forms
a network that enables the imitation of movement and motor
learning. In the present study, we did not find increased activation in these parts of the MNS. The potential effects of mirror visual feedback in children and adolescents do not seem to
rely on the MNS.
Interestingly, we found increased activation in the ACC and
the DLPFC only during the bimanual motor task, and no increased activation could be found during the unimanual
motor task. Previous literature has reported an effect of mirror visual feedback on cortical activity during both bimanual
and unimanual motor tasks [30]. Although the majority of the
studies examining the effect of mirror visual feedback on
cortical activity featured an experimental setup that included
bimanual motor tasks, it is difficult to draw a conclusion on
the comparative therapeutic effect of mirror therapy using a
bimanual versus a unimanual approach. However, as to date
no therapeutic study exists in children diagnosed with hemiparesis, we consider that a bimanual approach should be
preferred in children and adolescents.
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In the present study we did not find increased cortical activation due to mirror visual feedback in healthy patients. This is
in contrast to various studies that previously found increased
activation in various brain areas in healthy adults. In a previous study using fMRI, it was shown that active movements are
associated with significantly more brain activation in children
with unilateral cerebral palsy than in children with normal
motor development [48].This may explain why in the present
study we were not able to detect similar effects of mirror
visual feedback on cortical activation in healthy subjects
compared with patients with hemiparesis. However, since we
found a clear and specific activation pattern including the AAC
in hemiparetic children, we think that the difference we found
between children and adults reflected an underlying physiological difference between adults and children.
The main finding when the patients and healthy participant
groups were compared was that patients showed, in both biand unimanual experiments with the mirror, more activation
in the striatum, which is involved in motor and certain executive functions, and this on the left side, the side involved in
movement of the paretic hand.
In summary, to date the majority of evidence regarding the
effect of mirror visual feedback on brain activity stems from
studies in healthy adult individuals and the few studies that
have examined a patient population considered only adults
after stroke. The finding that mirror therapy may have an
impact on multiple functional networks might mean it can
serve as a versatile tool to promote motor recovery. Largescale clinical trials that include measurement of brain function and structure are required to examine the efficacy and
the underlying mechanisms of mirror therapy in children.
Further research is needed to fully understand and exploit the
potential of mirror therapy in paediatric neurorehabilitation,
since mirror visual feedback can exert a modulatory influence
on the motor system. In children and adolescents with hemiparesis due to a congenital brain lesion and contralateral
cortical reorganisation, mirror visual feedback seems to generate a specific activation pattern, in which the increased
attentional demand for integration of vision and proprioception leads to an activation of the DLPC and the ACC.
The present study is subject to potential bias that limits the
generalisability of its results. In general, detecting studyrelated effects in fMRI experiments in children with focal
brain lesions is difficult, as the neuronal circuits are still developing and may be distorted and heterogeneous between
subjects. This makes a comparison with adult studies difficult.
We included a limited number of participants with large age
range, and the number of patients with ipsilateral reorganisation was small. We therefore decided to not perform a separate analysis in patients with ipsilateral cortical reorganisation
and excluded them to guarantee a homogenous population
with similar corticospinal motor networks. The exclusion of
patients with ipsilateral cortical reorganisation resulted in a
smaller sample size and the small sample size represents a
limitation of the study. We compared patients with hemiparesis with a group of typically developing peers; however, gender and handedness were not matched. Therefore the results
of the present study should be interpreted with caution and
future studies should include larger samples.

Conclusion
In this study of neuronal correlates of mirror visual feedback
in children and adolescents with hemiparesis, in the bimanual
experiment the mirror illusion increased activity in the ante-
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rior cingulate cortex and DLPFC. The activation in these structures is probably a result of conflict detection, i.e., mirror
illusion, and increased cognitive control to resolve this conflict. We conclude that, as in adults, mirror illusion increases
attention in order to resolve perceptional incongruence of
hand motion. In summary, the results of the present study
provide insights into the mechanisms underlying the mirror
illusion in children and adolescents, and seem to show a specific pattern in the paediatric population. However, future
studies need to clarify the therapeutic effect of mirror therapy
and the possible neuroplastic changes underlying mirror
therapy in the paediatric population.
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